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ABSTRACT: Cupredoxins are copper-dependent electron-transfer proteins that can be categorized as blue, purple, green, and
red depending on the spectroscopic properties of the Cu(II) bound forms. Interestingly, despite significantly different first
coordination spheres and nuclearity, all cupredoxins share a common Greek Key β-sheet fold. We have previously reported the
design of a red copper protein within a completely distinct three-helical bundle protein, α3DChC2.

1 While this design
demonstrated that a β-barrel fold was not requisite to recapitulate the properties of a native cupredoxin center, the parent
peptide α3D was not sufficiently stable to allow further study through additional mutations. Here we present the design of an
elongated protein GRANDα3D (GRα3D) with ΔGu = −11.4 kcal/mol compared to the original design’s −5.1 kcal/mol.
Diffraction quality crystals were grown of GRα3D (a first for an α3D peptide) and solved to a resolution of 1.34 Å. Examination
of this structure suggested that Glu41 might interact with the Cu in our previously reported red copper protein. The previous
bis(histidine)(cysteine) site (GRα3DChC2) was designed into this new scaffold and a series of variant constructs were made to
explore this hypothesis. Mutation studies around Glu41 not only prove the proposed interaction, but also enabled tuning of the
constructs’ hyperfine coupling constant from 160 to 127 × 10−4 cm−1. X-ray absorption spectroscopy analysis is consistent with
these hyperfine coupling differences being the result of variant 4p mixing related to coordination geometry changes. These
studies not only prove that an Glu41−Cu interaction leads to the α3DChC2 construct’s red copper protein like spectral
properties, but also exemplify the exact control one can have in a de novo construct to tune the properties of an electron-transfer
Cu site.

■ INTRODUCTION

Cupredoxins are copper electron-transfer proteins found within
bacteria, algae, animals, and plants2−4 that can be characterized
into blue,5−7 green,8−11 red,12 and binuclear purple13−16 copper
proteins depending on the spectroscopic properties of the
Cu(II)-bound forms. These proteins quickly garnered the
attention of the bioinorganic community due to their unique
UV−vis absorption spectra with high-intensity bands at 400−
450 and 550−600 nm (later assigned to σ and π ligand-to-metal
charge-transfer (LMCT) bands, respectively) and unusual

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals with com-

pressed parallel hyperfine constant below 100 × 10−4 cm1.4,17,18

The ratio between σ and π LMCT intensities is often used as a

qualifier between blue/perturbed blue or type 1 copper proteins,

green/purple or type 1.5 copper proteins, and red or type 2

copper proteins.4,19,20
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The prototypical cupredoxins are unequivocally blue or type 1
copper proteins, which exhibit a high intensity π LMCT (επ) at
∼600 nm and a lower intensity σ LMCT (εσ) at ∼450 nm with
an εσ/π < 1.7 Type 1.5 copper proteins instead have similarly
intense σ and π LMCT peaks at 430−450 and ∼570 nm,
respectively, and 1 < εσ/π < 2.

8 Finally, red or type 2 cupredoxins
have very few examples, a high-intensity σ LMCT at 390 nm,
lower intensity π LMCT at ∼500 nm, and εσ/π > 2, and they are
the only natural cupredoxin type with EPR hyperfine coupling
above 100 × 10−4 cm−1.21

Cupredoxin ligand sets all have a common His2Cys primary
coordination sphere, with a variable fourth ligand dependent on
cupredoxin classification. This fourth ligand varies between Met
and Gln for blue and green copper proteins, with little
correlation between the ligand and spectroscopy, while
nitrosocyanin is unique in its ligand set with a relatively short
Cu(II)−Glu bond. Table S2 in the Supporting Information
provides Cu(I) and Cu(II) ligand bond distances in a number of
cupredoxins, and it is instructive to focus on a few examples from
this list. The blue copper protein poplar plastocyanin has
Cu(I)−His distances of 1.98 and 2.10 Å, a Cu(I)−Cys distance
of 2.18 Å, and a relatively long Cu(I)−Met distance of 2.71 Å at
pH 8. Minimal change in this structure is seen upon oxidation at
pH 8 with Cu(II)−His distances of 1.91 and 2.06 Å, a Cu(II)−
Cys distance of 2.07 Å, and a Cu(II)−Met distance of 2.82.22

The green copper site within Alcaligenes faecalis Cu nitrite

reductase has a structure similar to plastocyanin with Cu(I)−His
distances of 2.06 and 2.18 Å at pH 4, a Cu(I)−Cys distance of
2.21 Å, and a Cu(I)−Met distance of 2.41 Å, and oxidized
distances of 2.07 and 2.06 Å for Cu(II)−His, 2.22 Å for Cu(II)−
Cys, and 2.48 Å for Cu(II)−Met.23 The red copper site of
nitrosocyanin is unique among cupredoxins, with a long Cu(I)−
His at 2.36 Å at pH 7.5 as well as the more standard one at 2.01
Å, a relatively long Cu(I)−Cys of 2.26 Å, and a short Cu(I)−Glu
distance of 2.03 Å. Upon oxidation, the site sees a drastic change
in this long Cu−His distance with Cu(II)−His of 1.97 and 2.02
Å, similar distances for Cu(II)−Cys andCu(II)−Glu at 2.26 and
2.09 Å, respectively, and a ligated water at 2.25 Å.24

Detailed spectroscopic analysis combined with structural data
for red, green, and blue copper proteins has revealed that while
green and blue copper proteins are closely related, red copper
proteins are unique.4,8,21,25 Comparing a series of blue and green
copper proteins with the same CuHis2CysMet ligand set, we see
that going from blue to green, the Cu(II)−Cys distance
lengthens, while the Cu(II)−Met distance shortens. These
changes are coupled with a tetragonal distortion more prevalent
in green copper proteins, which increases the intensity of the σ
charge transfer while decreasing that of the π charge transfer and
increasing the εσ/π ratio. Expanding this comparison to the red
copper protein nitrosocyanin, much larger differences are found.
The axial Met/Gln ligation of blue/green copper proteins is
replaced by His ligation in nitrosocyanin while Glu ligation

Figure 1. Pymol illustration comparing the Cu(II) binding geometries of (left) the blue copper protein poplar plastocyanin PDB 4DPB to (right) the
red copper protein Nitrosomonas europaea nitrosocyanin PDB 1IBY.

Table 1. Amino Acid Sequences of the Peptides Discusseda

α3D MGSWAEFKQR LAAIKTR LQAL GGS

EAELAAFEKE IAAFESE LQAY KGKG

NPEVEALRKE AAAIRDE LQAYRHN

α3DIV MGSWAEFKQR LAAIKTR CQAL GGS

EAECAAFEKE IAAFESE LQAY KGKG

NPEVEALRKE AAAIRDE CQAYRHN

α3DChC2 MGSWAEFKQR IAACKTR HQAL GGS

EAELAAHEKE IAAFESE LQAF KGKG

NPEVEALRKE AAAIRDE LQAFRLN GSGA

GRα3D MGSWAEFKQR LAAIKTR LAAIKTR LQAL GGS

EAELAAFEKE IAAFESE IAAFESE LQAY KGKG

NPEVEALRKE AAAIRDE AAAIRDE LQAYRHN GSGA

GRα3DChC2 MGSWAEFKQR LAAIKTR IAACKTR HQAL GGS

EAELAAHEKE IAAFESE IAAFESE LQAF KGKG

NPEVEALRKE AAAIRDE AAAIRDE LQAFRLN GSGA
aMutations from the parent peptide (α3D or GRα3D) are in bold, and the heptad duplicated in the design of GRα3D is highlighted.
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replaces one of the equatorial His. This rearrangement of the
ligand set results in a rotation of the C−S−Cu plane and allows
for nitrosocyanin to bind an equatorial water not seen in other
cupredoxins (Figure 1).
Metalloprotein design has proven to be a useful strategy to

test the limits of our understanding of metal binding sites by
mimicking those found in native proteins.26−31 Cupredoxins
have been the target of many metalloprotein design efforts due
to their uniquely constrained metal binding centers and spectral
properties.4,6,7,17,32 Approaches employing protein redesign
using azurin as a scaffold,20,28,33−35 de novo design within three
or four helical bundles,1,36−38 and artificial metalloproteins39

have been explored. DeGrado et al. designed a single
polypeptide that formed an antiparallel 3-helix bundle called
α3D,

40,41 and this scaffold has been modified to serve as a heavy
metal binding protein,42 capable of binding Cd(II) or iron in a
tetrathiolate center.43,44 With respect to copper electron-
transfer proteins, previous results from our laboratory have
shown that a nitrosocyanin-like red copper center with a σ
LMCT at 401 nm, π LMCT 500 nm, and εσ/π = 2.2 can be
designed into α3D

40,41 using seven amino acid mutations to
create α3DChC2 (Table 1).1 This design utilized three
mutations to create a metal-binding His2Cys core, while another
four nearby mutations were meant to enclose this copper-
containing region in a hydrophobic box that constrained the
metal environment through steric interactions. While spectro-
scopic signatures confirmed that the Cu(II) form of α3DChC2
was most accurately described as a red copper protein, X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) analysis showed that the
reduced construct could structurally mimic the distinct short
Cu(I)−S distance common to all cupredoxins. Thus, it was
hypothesized that modeling the Cu(II) form of a cupredoxin
within a three-helical bundle is more challenging than the Cu(I)
form.
Previous studies of the construct apo-α3DIV, which has three

residues of α3D mutated to cysteines, revealed a solution NMR
structure that was closely similar to the parent α3D, and
denaturation experiments further indicated it was a well-folded
protein.45 However, additional mutations such as those in the
α3DChC2 sequence led to proteins of markedly inferior
thermodynamic stability. It was also considered that, for this
reason, the α3DChC2-designed hydrophobic box was imper-
fectly constraining the metal binding site, causing the red copper
spectral properties. The present work was an attempt to test the
above hypothesis, investigate the cause of α3DChC2’s red
copper-like properties, and tune the spectral properties of this de
novo red copper protein toward those of a blue or green copper
protein in its Cu(II) form.
Previous experience with three-stranded coiled coils has

shown that the stability of these complexes can be increased
notably by duplicating heptads in each coil to lengthen the
complex and increase the surface area of the interior hydro-
phobic interactions (∼8 kcal/mol/heptad).46,47 The added
stability potentially gained through the added heptads would
allow the new protein to tolerate additional mutations. Based
upon these studies, we present the design of a more
thermodynamically stable version of α3D called GRANDα3D
(GRα3D) as well as its crystal structure solved to a resolution of
1.34 Å, the first X-ray crystal structure determined for a member
of the α3D protein family. This crystal structure and a structure
of GRα3DChC2 predicted by the Robetta server

48−50 were used
to re-examine the proposition that perturbation of the
hydrophobic box might yield a red copper center for the

α3DChC2 cupredoxin mimic. Also, this construct allows one to
address through mutation studies whether other residues might
be consequential to the formation of the red copper center. In
this context, an important surface residue (Glu41) was shown to
be critical for the red copper behavior, an observation that leads
to a model with a coordinated carboxylate to Cu(II) in
GRα3DChC2, which is consistent with the coordination
environment found in native red copper proteins such as
nitrosocyanin.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich or Fisher Scientific
unless otherwise specified. Cupric chloride dihydrate in crystalline form
was purchased from Mallinckrodt, disodium DL-malate from TCI
America, and sodium thiocyanate from Acros Organics.

Molecular Biology/Purification. In this study, either genes were
purchased as gblocks from Integrated DNA Technologies before
cloning into pET15B using In-Fusion cloning protocol (clontech) or,
for less involved DNA changes, mutations were introduced to an
existing plasmid by reverse PCR before using the In-Fusion protocol to
re-cyclize the resulting mutated plasmid. All completed plasmids were
transformed into BL21 (DE3) Escherichia coli and the sequences of the
cloned genes confirmed by Sanger Sequencing at the University of
Michigan DNA Sequencing Core.

Constructs were expressed using an overnight autoinduction
protocol with 12 g of tryptone, 24 g of yeast extract, 2.3 g of potassium
phosphate monobasic, 12 g of potassium phosphate dibasic, 0.083 g of
lactose, 0.4 g of glucose, 1.66 mL of 50% glycerol, and 100 mg of
ampicillin per liter of growthmedia. Starter cultures of LB with 100mg/
L ampicillin were inoculated with frozen cell stock and incubated at 37
°C with 250 rpm shaking for 5−7 h. Each liter of autoinduction media
was then inoculated using 10 mL of this starter culture and incubated at
25 °C and 250 rpm overnight in UltraYield flasks. After 14−18 h, the
cells were harvested by centrifugation and lysed by a microfluidizer,
while peptide was purified using previously published methods.51 Final
OD600’s of these autoinduction cultures varied between 6 and 16, with
purified peptide yields of 30−200 mg/L.

Spectroscopy. Electronic absorption data were collected on a Cary
100 UV−vis spectrometer. Electron paramagnetic resonance spectra
were collected using a Bruker EMXE 200 EPR instrument. Circular
dichroism (CD) measurements and guandinium titration data were
taken using a Jasco J-1500 CD spectropolarimeter with an ATS-530
automatic titrator. Mass and purity of peptide solutions were
determined by Micromass LCT TOF MS.

Magnetic Circular Dichroism. First, 1 mM Cu(II) acetate was
added to a 1.5 mM peptide solution in 50 mMHEPES buffer at pH 7.5
with 50% glycerol (added as a glassing agent) immediately before being
injected between two quartz plate windows housed in a custom-made
MCD sample holder. The samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen to
produce a glass.

The MCD setup employs an Oxford SM4000 cryostat and a Jasco J-
815 CD spectrometer. The SM4000 cryostat consists of a liquid helium-
cooled superconducting magnet providing horizontal magnetic fields of
0−7 T. The J-815 spectrometer uses a gaseous nitrogen-cooled xenon
lamp and a detector system consisting of two interchangeable
photomultiplier tubes in the UV−vis and near-infrared (NIR) ranges.
The samples were loaded into a 1.5−300 K variable-temperature insert
(VTI), which offers optical access to the sample via four optical
windows made from Suprasil B quartz. The MCD spectra were
measured in [θ] =mdeg andmanually converted toΔε (M−1 cm−1 T−1)
using the conversion factor Δε = θ/(32980×c×d×B), where c is the
concentration, B is the magnetic field, and d is the path length.52 The
product c×d can be substituted by AMCD/εUV−vis, where A is the
absorbance of the sample measured by the CD spectrometer. Complete
spectra were recorded at different temperatures (2, 5, and 10 K) and
magnetic fields (0−7 T). Gaussian deconvolution of the spectra was
performed using the program PeakFit.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.8b01989


X-ray Crystallography. Crystals of GRα3D (40 mg/mL) with 15
mM Zn(OAc)2 and 10 mM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
(TRIS) buffer at pH 8.5 were grown by sitting drop vapor diffusion
against a well solution of 2.1 M disodium DL-malate at pH 7.0,
containing 200 mM sodium thiosulfate as an additive at 20 °C. Crystals
were cryoprotected in mother liquor containing 10% ethylene glycol
and then supercooled in liquid N2 for data collection.
Crystal diffraction data were collected at the Advanced Photon

Source of the Argonne National Laboratory on the LS-CAT Beamline
21-ID-G, equipped with a Mar 300 CCD detector. The data were
collected with a 1° oscillation and then processed and scaled with
HKL2000.53 The structure was solved by the single anomalous
dispersion technique using the AutoSol54 program in Phenix,55 giving a
partial model containing amino acids 4−28 of helix A and 38−85 of
helices B and C. This partial model was verified by using it as a search
model for auto MolRep56 in the CCP4 suite of programs.57−59 The
solution from molecular replacement was then carried through to
refinement. The electron difference density map (Fo− Fc) contoured at
3σ shows a Zn(II) binding site on the exterior of the three-helix bundle
at Glu6. A second Zn(II) is present as a part of the complex polyanion
Zn(SCN)4

2−. While Zn(SCN)4
2− is commonly observed in solutions in

which Zn(II) is in the presence of excess NaSCN, we were unable to
find another instance of this polyanion within a protein structure
deposited in the Protein Data Bank. Missing residues from the N and C
termini as well as the loop between helices A and B were built in
manually using the electron density map. The N-terminal methionine
could not be modeled into the crystal structure; however, the missing
Met is corroborated by mass spectrometry, has been seen in previous
α3D expressions,60 and can be explained by methionine amino-
transferase’s relative activity for an N-terminal Met followed by Gly.61

The structure underwent iterative rounds of electron density fitting and
refining in Coot62 and Buster 2.10.263 programs, respectively. The
MolProbity64 program was used to verify the validity of the final model
(Table 2). All residues are present in the allowed regions of the
Ramanchandran plot.
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy.Cu(I) samples were prepared as

follows. Solutions were made with a final concentration of 1 mM
tetrakis(acetonitrile)Cu(I)hexafluorophosphate in 1.5 mM peptide
solution in 50mMHEPES buffer at pH 7.5 with 50% glycerol (added as
a glassing agent) in the glovebox maintained in anaerobic conditions.
Sample solutions were then loaded into a sample cell and frozen in
liquid nitrogen; 0.5 mM excess apo peptide was included to ensure the
free CuI concentration was minimal (<0.01%).
Cu(II) samples were prepared with final concentrations of 1 mM

Cu(II)acetate and 1.5 mM peptide in 50 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.5
in aerobic conditions. Samples were then lyophilized before being
transferred to sample cells. During collection, the Cu edge energy and
1s→4p transition of Cu(I)peptide were monitored. We estimate that
no more than 10% of the sample was photoreduced by the final scan
included in fitting.
Measurements were carried out at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation

Lightsource (SSRL) beamline 7-3 or 9-3 with a Si(220) double-crystal
monochromator and a flat Rh-coated harmonic rejection mirror.
Samples were maintained below 10 K with an Oxford Instruments
liquid helium cryostat. Data were measured as fluorescence excitation
spectra using a 30- or 100-element Ge detector array (for beamlines 7-3
or 9-3, respectively) normalized to incident intensity measured with a
N2-filled ion chamber. Data were measured with steps of 0.25 eV in the
XANES region (1 s integration time) and 0.05 Å−1 in the EXAFS region
to k = 13.5 Å−1 (1−20 s integration, k3 weighted). Energies were
calibrated by assigning the lowest energy inflection point of a copper
metal foil as 8980.3 eV. The threshold energy, E0, was defined as 8991
based on fits of model compounds; this was used to convert data to k-
space, and the background was removed using a three-region cubic
spline. EXAFS data were analyzed using EXAFSPAK66 and FEFF 9.0.67

XANES data were normalized using MBACK.68

Single- andmultiple-scattering fitting of EXAFS data were performed
using EXAFSPAK66 with ab initio amplitude and phase parameters
calculated using FEFF 9.0.67 An initial model of Cu−imidazole

coordination was built based on the averaged bond distances
determined by single-scattering fitting of EXAFS data.

Electrochemical Potential Determination. Cyclic voltammetry
measurements were obtained on a Metrohm AUTOLAB potentiostat
(PGSTAT 302N). The electrochemical apparatus contained a gold disk
working electrode (0.002 cm2), a platinum wire counter electrode, and
an aqueous saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference
electrode (0.241 V + SCE = normal hydrogen electrode). The gold
electrode surface was carefully polished and sonicated before being
conditioned in an electrochemical cell which contained 0.5 M H2SO4

by scanning 20 times from −300 to +1500 mV (vs SCE) at 200 mV/s,
and then in a cell which contained 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) and
0.1MNa2SO4 by scanning four times from−300 to +600 mV (vs SCE)
at 100 mV/s, until the cyclic voltammograms overlaid well enough to
indicate a homogeneous surface. The Cu−peptide solutions were
prepared with 15 mM peptide, 10 mMCuSO4, and 50 mM ascorbate in
a 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.4). After each electrode had
been polished and conditioned, 20−50 μL of a 0.5 mMpeptide solution
was adsorbed on the gold electrode surface for 2 h. Cyclic
voltammograms were collected under anaerobic conditions (argon)
in a cell which contained 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) and 0.1 M
Na2SO4 at varying scan rates and at room temperature (∼21 °C).

Model Illustration. Models of GRα3DChC2 were created using
SCWRL469 to mutate the appropriate amino acids within the GRα3D
sequence and repack the entire structure while keeping the backbone
scaffold fixed. Putative positions for the bound Cu(II) were then
explored using Pymol visualization.

Table 2. Crystallography Data Collection and Refinement
Statistics for GRα3D

Data Collection
PDB ID 6DS9
space group P3
wavelength (Å) 0.97856
resolution (Å)a 1.34 (1.34−1.36)
Rsym (%)b 3.3 (32.4)
⟨I/σI⟩c 20 (2)
completeness (%)d 98.8 (82.1)
redundancy 5.5 (3.6)

Refinement
resolution (Å) 1.34 (9.23−1.34)
R-factor (%)e 18
Rfree (%)

f 18.6
no. protein atoms 720
no. metal atoms 2 Zn at 0.33 occupancy
no. water molecules 43
no. unique reflections 18 658
rmsdg

bonds (Å) 0.01
angles (deg) 0.97

MolProbity score64 1.06
Clash score65 1.87
aStatistics for highest resolution bin of reflections in parentheses.
bRsym = ∑h∑j|Ihj − ⟨Ih⟩|/∑h∑jIhj, where Ihj is the intensity of
observation j of reflection h and ⟨Ih⟩ is the mean intensity for multiply
recorded reflections. cIntensity signal-to-noise ratio. dCompleteness of
the unique diffraction data. eR-factor = ∑h||Fo| − |Fc||/∑h|Fo|, where
Fo and Fc are the observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes
for reflection h. fRfree is calculated against a 10% random sampling of
the reflections that were removed before structure refinement. gRoot
mean square deviation of bond lengths and bond angles.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.8b01989


■ RESULTS

GRα3D Structure. The original α3D and α3DIV have an α-
helical region ∼27 Å in length, while that in GRα3D is ∼34 Å.
Secondary structure assignment by the VADARWeb server also
indicates a longer continuous region of α-helicity in GRα3D
(84/93 or 90%) compared to α3D and α3DIV (56/73 or 76%),
beyond that expected from the duplication of a single heptad.70

This unanticipated increase in helical content stems from a
lower number of amino acids being in random coil form for each
turn between helices. α3D’s A and B helices are connected by an
eight-residue coil region from Leu21 to Leu28, while B and C
helices are connected by five residues from Ala44 to Lys48. The
comparable regions in GRα3D are instead four residues (Leu28
to Ser31) and two residues in length (Gly63 to Asn64) (Figure
2).

Previously our group has reported that incorporating a Cys3
site into α3D to make α3DIV improved the packing between
several hydrophobic layers.45 Comparing the structures of
GRα3D and α3D, we find a similar effect, particularly when
examining the repeated heptad used in GRα3D’s design. (Table
S3) The hydrophobic layers of GRα3D defined by Phe7, Leu11,
and Ile14 of helix A have triangular areas reduced by 8.63, 5.17,
and 5.53 Å2, respectively, when compared to that of α3D.
Comparing the void volume and packing density using the Web
server ProteinVolume 1.371 also exhibits this difference between
the two structures, with packing densities of 0.781 and 0.766 for
GRα3D and α3D, respectively. GRα3D’s increased packing
density is largely caused by a reduced distance between helix A
and its two partner helices, while the distance between helices B
and C remains similar between the two constructs (Figure S1).
Folding Free Energy. The increased α-helical region of

GRα3D was hypothesized to lead to a concomitant increase in
thermodynamic stability compared to that of α3D.

41 Guanidi-
nium denaturation titrations were used to determine folding free
energy for GRα3D at pH 5 and 8.5 as well as for GRα3DChC2
and GRα3DChC2 E41Q at pH 8.5 to investigate this possibility
(Table 3). We were previously unable to calculate the stability
difference associated with mutation of α3D to α3DChC2 due to
the latter’s low folding free energy. Comparison of GRα3D to

GRα3DChC2 gives a destabilizing effect of ∼8 kcal/mol at pH
8.5 (Table 3) for incorporation of the ChC2 metal binding site,
as compared to destabilizations of 3.7, 3.8, and 1.9 kcal/mol for
the other three cupredoxin models reported in previous work.1

This destabilization of ChC2 incorporation is related not only to
a decrease in Cm but also to the slope m, which is linked to
unfolding cooperativity. This change is likely due to the
disruptive effect of mutating two core hydrophobic residues to
His residues into the relatively tight confines of the hydrophobic
core.72 E41Q mutation to this construct, however, has no
destabilization effect, leaving us confident that disruption of the
E41−R24 salt bridge of GRα3DChC2 does not have a large
effect on structural stability.

Cu(II) Spectroscopy and Electrochemistry. Electronic
absorption and EPR spectra were collected for Cu(II) adducts of
GRα3DChC2 and its E41Q, E41D, R24M, and R24A variants to
investigate a previously reported hypothesis that the red copper-
like spectroscopic properties of α3DChC2 are due to that
construct’s low free energy of folding as well as the newly
presented possibility that the aforementioned spectroscopic
properties are due to an unexpected interaction with residue
Glu41. UV−visible spectroscopy of the above constructs were
followed for up to 2 days at 25 °C to compare the half-life of the
peptide bound Cu(II) signal. Constructs which exhibited
interesting spectroscopic differences were chosen for electro-
chemical analysis. Standard potentials were measured using Au-
grafted constructs of GRα3DChC2 and its E41Q, E41D, and
E41A variants with GSGC C-terminal ends rather than the
standard GSGA included to improve peptide yields (Table 4).
MCD spectra were collected on GRα3DChC2 and its E41D

variant. These were combined with those constructs’ electronic
absorption spectra to deconvolute the energies of the observed
optical transitions. The correlated fits of the UV−vis absorption
versus MCD data for the two proteins are shown in Figure S6.
The energies of these bands are provided in Table 5, along with
those previously reported for nitrosocyanin (derived from the
low-temperature MCD data) for comparison.21 Please note that
the electronic transitions in both of our constructs show an
unusual shift to higher energy between the room-temperature
UV−vis and liquid He temperature MCD data, as evident from
the fits in Figure S6. This effect results from the freezing of the
protein sample, required for the low-temperature experiments.
The CD spectrometer records a low-resolution absorption
spectrum at the same time that the MCD spectrum is measured,
and in this spectrum, the intense band 1 (σ CT) is shifted by
+800 cm−1 in the absorption spectrum of GRα3DChC2 between
room temperature and liquidHe temperature, in agreement with
the deviations in band energies observed between the UV−vis
andMCDdata. Band assignments of GRα3DChC2 and its E41D
variant in Table 5 are based on the comparison to the MCD

Figure 2. (Left) Pymol cartoon representation of GRα3D showing
overall secondary structure. (Right) 2Fo − Fc electron density map
(gray grid) contoured at 1σ, overlaid onto the stick representation of
amino acids Ile21, Arg24, Leu25, Phe38, and Glu41, which were
mutated during the course of this study.

Table 3. Circular Dichroism Properties for Several GRα3D
Derivatives Compared to Literature Values for α3D

41a

m (kcal mol−1
M−1) Cm (M)

ΔGu
(kcal mol−1)

α3D, pH 5 2.4 2.8 5.1
GRα3D, pH 5 2.79(0.11) 4.1(0.2) 11.4(0.1)
GRα3D, pH 8.5 3.11(0.23) 3.9(0.2) 12.0(0.3)
GRα3DChC2, pH 8.5 2.04(0.31) 1.9(0.2) 3.9(0.7)
GRα3DChC2 E41Q,
pH 8.5

2.48(0.16) 1.7(0.2) 4.1(0.2)

aParameters for GRα3D were calculated based on a two-state model
of denaturation.73
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spectrum of nitrosocyanin and the published assignments.
Overall, the MCD spectra of GRα3DChC2 and its E41D variant
show very close agreement to those obtained for nitrosocyanin,
demonstrating that our constructs provide overall similar copper
binding sites with similar ligand fields and d-orbital energies
compared to the red copper protein.
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. We prepared the Cu(I/

II) complexes of GRα3DChC2, GRα3DChC2 E41A, GRα3D-
ChC2 E41Q, and GRα3DChC2 E41D and subjected these to
XAS in order to gain insight into the structural factors affecting
the changes in spectroscopy seen between GRα3DChC2
variants. XANES analysis of the 1s→4p transition of Cu(I)
can act as a useful diagnostic of coordination number, with
higher peak intensities being indicative of lower coordination
number.74 When compared in this way, the peak intensities for

Cu(I)α3DChC2 (Figure S4), Cu(I)GRα3DChC2, Cu(I)-
GRα3DChC2 E41Q, and Cu(I)GRα3DChC2 E41D all indicate
a 2- to 3-coordinate species. EXAFS analysis of these adducts all
exhibit outer-shell scattering suggestive of histidine coordina-
tion (Figure S2). Our analysis favors a model of Cu(I)His1S1
due to a combination of the intensity of the 1s→4p transition,
the distance of the Cu−S bond in all constructs being closer to a
2-coordinate red copper protein from literature than the 3-
coordinate nitrosocyanin, and the increased Debye−Waller
factor of the nitrogen ligand when two His are included in the fit
(Table 6 and Supporting Information). None of these indicators
is definitive, so it is difficult to differentiate between the two
models based on EXAFS alone. This ambiguity, however, is not a
major concern, as both models give similar distances for the
Cu−S and Cu−N bonds.
Analysis of the 1s→3d transition of Cu(II) can be used to

indicate geometric differences between samples, as the intensity
of this peak is linked to 4p mixing within this transition.76,77

Comparing Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 and its E41Q, E41A, and E41D
variants, we find that E41D has the greatest peak area, followed
by GRα3DChC2, E41Q, and E41A in order of decreasing peak
area (Figure S5). EXAFS analysis of these adducts exhibited
long-distance scatterers similar to those seen in Cu(I) EXAFS
(Figure S3), indicative of histidine coordination. Based on this
as well as the interpretation of UV−vis and EPR spectroscopy

Table 4. Spectroscopic Parameters of All Proteins Presented in This Work as Well as Cu(II) Signal Lifetimes

construct σ LMCT λmax (ε) π LMCT λmax (ε) εσ/επ g (x, y, z) A∥ (×10
−4 cm−1) half-life of Cu(II) signal E0 (mV vs NHE)

α3DChC2 401 nm (4430) 499 nm (2020) 2.20 2.032, 2.027, 2.207 136 ∼8 h +462 ± 14
GRα3DChC2 400 nm (3760) 490 nm (1600) 2.33 2.032, 2.032, 2.203 142 ∼8 h +530
GRα3DChC2 R24A 399 nm (2520) 490 nm (1150) 2.22 2.034, 2.034, 2.209 142 ∼8 h −
GRα3DChC2 R24M 399 nm (3480) 493 nm (1450) 2.39 2.026, 2.028, 2.198 138 ∼8 h −
GRα3DChC2 E41Q 377 nm (5120) 490 nm (970) 5.27 2.029, 2.020, 2.212 154 ∼1 h +510 ± 10
GRα3DChC2 E41A 373 nm (4090) 490 nm (720) 5.68 2.052, 2.020, 2.223 160 ∼20 min +510 ± 10
GRα3DChC2 E41D 410 nm (4000) 510 nm (1550) 2.59 2.034, 2.033, 2.211 127 ∼8 h +480
nitrosocyanin12,21 390 nm (7000) 490 nm (2200) 3.18 2.036, 2.059, 2.245 142 N/A +85

Table 5. Deconvolution of the Low-Temperature MCD
Spectra of GRα3DChC2 and Its E41D variant, and
Comparison to Nitrosocyanin

construct

band 1
(cm−1)
σ CT

band 2
(cm−1)
π CT

band 3
(cm−1)
dxy

band 4
(cm−1)
dz2

band 5
(cm−1)
dyz

GRα3DChC2 27 173 21 345 17 825 15 432 13 800
GRα3DChC2
E41D

24 570 20 283 16 583 13 245 −

nitrosocyanin21 25 550 20 350 17 500 15 000 12 900

Table 6. Cu(I) EXAFS Fitting Parameters

Cu−S Cu−N

R σ2 R σ2

construct model (Å) (×10−3 Å2) (Å) (×10−3 Å2)

α3DChC2 CuHis1S 2.19 3.5 1.92 6.1
CuHis2S 2.18 4.4 1.93 12.5

GRα3DChC2 CuHis1S 2.17 5.1 1.92 8.9
CuHis2S 2.17 5.8 1.93 14.1

E41Q CuHis1S 2.18 5.9 1.94 8.2
CuHis2S 2.17 6.8 1.95 12.9

E41A CuHis1S 2.16 4.0 1.93 9.2
CuHis2S 2.16 4.3 1.95 16.2

E41D CuHis1S 2.17 2.8 1.89 7.0
CuHis2S 2.17 3.7 1.90 11.8

nitrosocyanin21 Cu(N/O)2S 2.30 3.2 1.96 4.0

Sco C49A75 CuHis1S 2.12 5 1.88 5
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(vide inf ra), the data for all presented constructs were fit with
Cu(II)His2S1O1 as the model (Table 7).

■ DISCUSSION
Previously reported work to design a cupredoxin-like binding
site within α3D culminated in Cuα3DChC2 with Cu(II)
spectroscopic properties like those of nitrosocyanin, a red
copper protein (Table 4). It was suggested that this construct’s
red copper-like properties rather than blue or green were due to
the apo peptide’s low free energy of folding. The concept of the
blue copper metal binding site being in a constrained state is well
established,14,78 and the decreased folding stability of α3DChC2,
established by examination of guanidinium denaturation curves
(Figure 3), suggests that the metal binding site may not be in

such a well-structured state. We set out to design a more stable
form of the scaffold peptide α3D to investigate whether
improved thermodynamic stability of the apo peptide would
shift the spectroscopic properties of Cu(II)α3DChC2 from
those of a red copper protein to green or blue.
GRα3D is the first instance of adapting the strategy of

duplicating heptads from three-stranded coiled coils to a single-
stranded tri-helical bundle. The amino acid sequence of α3D as
compared to GRα3D (Table 1) illustrates the general strategy
taken for GRα3D’s design. The original α3D required several
rounds of redesign within its loop regions to create a primary
sequence which folded into a single tertiary structure.40,41

GRα3D’s design strategy was to increase the length of the α-
helical region by duplicating the central heptad shown in Table
1. This design was intended to leave the loop regions
unperturbed and lead to an α3D-like single folded state with a

longer α-helical bundle region and, thus, more thermodynamic
stability.
Comparing the NMR structures of α3D

41 and α3DIV
45 to the

crystal structure of GRα3D (Figure 2), the α-helical region of
GRα3D is roughly 25% longer. GRα3D is also notably more
stable than its parent peptide, with a Gibbs free energy of
unfolding more than double that of α3D (Table 3). It is
interesting to note that this improved stability is largely caused
by an increase in Cm (from 2.8 to 4.1 M) but that there is also a
small increase in m (from 2.4 to 2.8 kcal mol−1 M−1) which
indicates a more cooperative unfolding event. This increase in
cooperativity of unfolding may be related to decreased length of
the loop regions which connect α-helical portions of GRα3D as
compared to α3D, which leads to a structure that is 90% α-helix.
Thus, we have successfully created a longer, more stable version
of the α3D scaffold, which we call GRα3D. This was the first
member of the α3D family to form diffraction-quality crystals
successfully. Our laboratory has previously used the strategy of
increasing α-helical length in three-stranded coiled coil
constructs to, at least empirically, improve the success rate of
crystallization, and this seems to have proven true of three-
helical bundle designs as well.79

The metal binding site of α3DChC2, including the enclosing
hydrophobic box, was constructed within GRα3D to investigate
if the increased stability of apo GRα3D could be translated to
Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 and test its effect on spectroscopic
properties. Guanidinium titrations of the apo peptides (Figure
3) confirm that GRα3DChC2 is well folded in solution with a
clear two-state model of denaturation, unlike α3DChC2.
Though α3DChC2’s low Gibbs free energy of unfolding makes
more-detailed comparisons impossible, the difference between
GRα3DChC2 and α3DChC2 in apo peptide stability is clear
(Figure 3). Cu(II)GRα3DChC2, however, has spectroscopic
properties very similar to those of Cu(II)α3DChC2 regardless of
this increased peptide stability (Table 4), proving that the
nitrosocyanin-like properties of Cu(II)α3DChC2 are not caused
by that peptide’s low free energy of unfolding. MCD
deconvolution of the electronic absorption spectra allowed us
to compare the d-d electronic transitions of Cu(II)GRα3D-
ChC2 to those of native nitrosocyanin, where previously we had
only compared the energy of Cys σ and π LMCT bands using
absorption spectroscopy. Table 5 shows remarkable similarities
in the energies of all observed transitions, reconfirming our
assignment of the Cys σ and π LMCT bands observed in
electronic absorption spectra and the success of Cu(II)GRα3D-
ChC2 as a spectroscopic model of nitrosocyanin. Interestingly,
while Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 falls well within the spectroscopic
parameters of a red copper protein, there are some notable
structural and spectroscopic differences between it and Cu(II)-
α3DChC2. While, for the purposes of this study, Cu(II)GRα3D-
ChC2 can be used to probe the factors which enable a red
copper de novo cupredoxin regardless of these differences, they

Table 7. Cu(II) EXAFS Fitting Parameters

Cu−S Cu−N Cu−O

construct model R (Å) σ2 (×10−3 Å2) R (Å) σ2 (×10−3 Å2) R (Å) σ2 (×10−3 Å2)

α3DChC2 CuHis2S1O1 2.18 5.6 1.94 6.0 2.07 1.6
GRα3DChC2 CuHis2S1O1 2.23 10.6 1.97 3.3 1.96 7.7
E41Q CuHis2S1O1 2.19 8.3 1.94 5.7 2.06 8.3
E41A CuHis2S1O1 2.18 8.6 1.94 7.2 2.07 6.9
E41D CuHis2S1O1 2.20 5.6 1.93 9.0 2.03 4.7
nitrosocyanin21 Cu(N/O)3S1 2.30 3.2 1.96 5.8 − −

Figure 3. Guanidinium titration data for α3DChC2, GRα3D, and
GRα3DChC2. Sample solutions contained 10 mM Na/K phosphate
buffer and 10 μMpeptide, and were pH adjusted to 8.5 unless otherwise
stated. Titrant solutions were identical to sample solutions with the
addition of 7.5−7.8 M guanidinium hydrochloride using a saturated
stock solution.
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may warrant further investigation in the future to determine
their cause for future study of GRα3D versions of metal binding
sites originally designed within α3D. We then sought to explore
further the causes of Cu(II)GRα3DChC2’s red copper-like
spectroscopic properties using site-directed mutagenesisa
strategy only made possible by the improved stability of
GRα3DChC2 as compared to α3DChC2.
Modeling the Cu(II) binding site in GRα3DChC2 by using

the X-ray structure of GRα3D with Pymol (Figure 4) brought
the assigned position of the bound Cu(II) into question.
Sequence analysis shows that the metal binding site in
GRα3DChC2 is formed using only two of the available α-
helices, instead of all three. Therefore, the bound Cu(II) is likely
positioned dissymmetrically with respect to the helical axis and
toward the helical interface. This new model contrasts with a
symmetrically disposed copper situated within the hydrophobic
interior, as was previously postulated. This new shifted position
would place the bound Cu(II) within ∼5 Å of a nearby
glutamate (Glu41) designed into GRα3D as part of a salt bridge
interaction (Figure 4). Given GRα3DChC2’s nitrosocyanin-like
spectral properties and native nitrosocyanin’s CysHis2Glu
Cu(II) binding motif, the possibility of inner-sphere coordina-
tion of this carboxylate warranted further investigation.
E41Q and E41A variants of GRα3DChC2 were created to test

the hypothesis that E41 directly binds Cu(II). Examination of
electronic absorption spectra of Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 E41A and
Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 E41Q compared to that of the parent
exemplify the importance of this E41−Cu(II) interaction. Both
mutants exhibit decreased intensity π LMCT, a higher intensity
σ LMCT (blue-shifted to ∼375 nm from the parent construct’s
400 nm), a εσ/π ratio of 5.3 or 5.7, respectively (Figure 5),
somewhat rhombic EPR signals, and expanded hyperfine
coupling constants (Table 4). All of these spectral changes
exemplify the importance of E41. This, however, could be
caused by the loss of a salt bridge between E41 and R24, leading
to increased water accessibility to the bound metal ion rather
than the disruption of a E41−Cu interaction. Cu(II)GRα3D-
ChC2 R24A and Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 R24 M constructs,
however, exhibit little difference in the UV−visible absorption
and EPR properties of the bound Cu(II), which is convincing
evidence that E41 is indeed bound to Cu(II), as R24A and R24
M mutations should disrupt the E41−R24 salt bridge and
increase water access in a similar way as E41A or E41Q
mutations. Once the E41−Cu interaction had been established,
an E41D variant was created to test the effect of shortening this
amino acid by a single methyl group. Interestingly, this was the

only E41 variant in which the hyperfine coupling constant
compressed (to 127 × 10−4 from 136 × 10−4 cm−1) rather than
expanded, but it maintained very similar UV−vis characteristics,
with σ and π LMCT peaks red-shifted by 10 and 20 nm (600 and
800 cm−1) and an increased intensity ratio of 2.6 (Table 4).
Further inspecting the differences between Cu(II)GRα3DChC2
and Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 E41D via deconvolution of MCD
spectra (Table 5), we find that the four bands assigned to the
Cys→Cu(II) CT and d-d transitions of Cu(II) and apparent in
both constructs shift ∼1000 cm−1 to lower energy in tandem
going from the parent construct to the E41D variant, consistent
with an increase in the energy of the electronic ground state,
which would decrease the transition energy for all visible bands.4

Combining electronic absorption, EPR, and X-ray absorption
spectra of Cu(II) adducts of GRα3DChC2, GRα3DChC2 E41Q,
GRα3DChC2 E41A, and GRα3DChC2 E41D, we can consider
the structural and electronic effects of E41 variants on the bound
Cu(II). The changes from axial EPR spectra with g|| > g⊥ > 2 seen
in Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 and Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 E41D to the
more rhombic signals of Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 E41Q and
Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 E41A,80,81 as well as the trend in 1s→3d
transition intensity in Cu(II) XAS, are consistent with E41Q and
E41A mutations causing a distortion from more tetragonal
geometries of the parent and E41D variant. This distortion in the
binding site geometry also helps to explain the apparently

Figure 4. Pymol illustrations showing the expected position of the metal binding site of GRα3DChC2 as predicted by SCWRL466 (left) and the
expected Glu41−Cu distance if Cu(II) were bound in such a position.

Figure 5. Extinction coefficient spectra of several GRα3DChC2 variants
to show the effect of mutations around the E41−R24 salt bridge.
Solutions contained 75 μM peptide and 50 μM Cu(II) in 50 mM
HEPES adjusted to pH 7.5 before the addition of Cu(II).
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contradictory trends seen in Cu−S distance measured by XAS
and hyperfine coupling constant measured by EPR. While the
hyperfine coupling constant is often used as a measure of Cu−S
covalency within cupredoxins, other factors such as 4p mixing
into 3d can also cause hyperfine coupling constant depres-
sion.82,83 This orbital mixing was one of the reasons behind an
early geometry assignment of native blue copper proteins as
tetrahedral before the crystal structure was available and has
more recently been implicated as the cause of compressed
hyperfine within type zero copper proteins which contain no
Cu−S bond but nevertheless exhibit compressed hyperfine.84−89

A similar effect would explain the trend of hyperfine coupling
constants seen within our de novo proteins, in which those with
the greatest degree of 4p mixing as determined by XAS also have
the most compressed hyperfine coupling. Interestingly, the
series of constructs we have presented seems to be consistent
with hyperfine coupling compression mostly due to geometry
changes, as evidenced by differences in εσ/π ratio and 1s→3d
transition intensity while maintaining similar Cu−S covalency as
evidenced by similarities between constructs in total LMCT
extinction coefficients and Cu−S bond distance as determined
by EXAFS. This possibility will require further investigation.
Cu−O distances as determined by EXAFS are consistent with

a model in which the relatively strong Glu−Cu bond within the
parent Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 (1.96 Å) is replaced with a much
weaker Cu−O/N bond when E41 is mutated to allow water
access (e.g., E41A). The differing effects of E41D and E41Q are
likely due to the Cu ion positioning required when decreasing
the length of the ligating Glu by amethyl group to Asp compared
to a more structurally equivalent E41Q mutation. Given the
drastic changes in the Cu(II) signal’s half-life within Cu(II)-
GRα3DChC2 E41Q and Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 E41A compared
to Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 and Cu(II)GRα3DChC2 E41D, it is
likely that, while Glu and Asp are able to directly interact, albeit
Asp more weakly, Gln or Ala mutations replace this carboxylate
interaction with an exogenous water molecule, resulting in a
more rapid loss of Cu(II) signal.
X-ray absorption spectra of Cu(I) adducts of GRα3DChC2,

GRα3DChC2 E41Q, GRα3DChC2 E41A, and GRα3DChC2
E41D were measured to examine the effects of these mutations
on Cu(I) binding geometry. Grouped together, the XANES
analyses of these constructs as well as Cu(I)α3DChC2 indicate a
coordination number between 2 and 3, though our analysis
favors 2-coordinate, as detailed previously. While no evidence
was found for a direct E41−Cu(I) interaction within EXAFS
analysis, it is interesting to note that E41 mutation still has an
effect, albeit arguably slight, on Cu(I) geometry, with E41Q
measured bond distances on average being longer, and thus
more 3-coordinate, while E41A indicates the opposite. These
observations argue for a less direct role of E41 in the Cu(I) form
of these constructs, with second-sphere effects accounting for
shifts in coordination number.
Our interpretation of these data is that the E41 residue of the

original CuGRα3DChC2 interacts with the Cu(II) form of the
construct but not the Cu(I) form. E41 mutation to Ala, Gln, or
Asp can be used to shift the geometry of the bound Cu(II) and,
by doing so, compress or expand hyperfine coupling.
Comparison of reduction/oxidation potentials across the E41

variant series shows that E41 mutations generally have the effect
of decreasing the redox potential. It is surprising that E41A and
E41Q mutations both have less of an effect on redox potential
than E41D, as one would expect the apparently more disruptive
E41A and E41Q mutations to have larger effects on Cu(I/II)

affinities and thus redox potential. All of these de novo constructs
are still much higher in redox potential than the native
nitrosocyanin’s 85 mV, and future work may focus on trying
to find means of decreasing E0. From a design aspect, however, it
is useful to know that mutations of E41 allow for vastly different
spectroscopic parameters while maintaining similar E0.

■ CONCLUSION
Through structural comparison, we have shown the utility of
duplicating “heptads” within an α-helical bundle to increase its
free energy of unfolding and, therefore, its amenability to more-
complex mutation. That such a simple strategy was successful is
an indicator of the power of this “inside-out” approach, in which
the loop regions of the bundle remain intact while the α-helical
region is lengthened. Our laboratory has adapted this strategy to
a number of different applications within α-helical bundles, and
the new GRANDα3D (GRα3D) scaffold’s increased free energy
of unfolding is being exploited to create more-complex
metalloprotein mimics.
Recapitulation of our previously described cupredoxin mimic

α3DChC2 within this new scaffold has proven that the
nitrosocyanin-like properties of α3DChC2 were unrelated to
the apo peptide’s low free energy of unfolding, as had been
previously postulated.1 Instead, analysis of models based on our
X-ray structure suggested that a dissymmetrically oriented
copper ion was located within the hydrophobic core of
GRα3DChC2 and that this allowed surface residues access to
the metal. We have shown through extensive site-directed
mutation studies that a previously unconsidered amino acid
designed as part of a salt bridge (glutamate 41) is imperative for
Cu(II)GRα3DChC2’s nitrosocyanin-like spectroscopy. Muta-
tion of this amino acid can tune the hyperfine coupling from 160
× 10−4 cm−1 down to 127 × 104 cm1, shift the σ LMCT
transitions from 26 010 to 25 000 cm−1, and alter the ratio of the
electronic absorption band intensities (εσ/π) from 5.7 to 2.2.
Previous nitrosocyanin mimics have been observed within
cupredoxin folds, but this construct illustrates that, by
accommodating carboxylate interactions, nitrosocyanin’s spec-
troscopic properties can be mimicked within an α-helical
structure. Our improved understanding of this de novo
metalloprotein is an important step in work to control the
electronic properties of Cu(II) within an α-helical bundle. We
have initiated studies to tune the bound Cu(II) from a red
copper site to a green or blue copper site utilizing this new
understanding.
Finally, given the difficulty of mutating and expressing

nitrosocyanin itself, this study is the first look into how site-
directed mutagenesis of a red copper protein would affect the
bound copper’s electronic and structural properties. Further
exploration of these constructs will give a unique angle on the
causes of nitrosocyanin’s spectroscopic properties that are
currently difficult or impossible to study with the native protein.
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